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Solomon, Prophet and the King, has asked God to give him an ideal kingdom which has never been
given to anybody before. He is told to prepare himself and his subjects with evil and unearthly
creatures that haunt the men. First - Amin does a brilliant acting job at Sulaiman, not only as a
strong and powerful king when he needs to be, but as a grounded and humble prophet too! Also -
The film crew did a brilliant job of showing how the son of the Prophet Dawud would rule, it gives you
a glimpse of Sulaiman would have actually ruled in his time. Education- The film does a brilliant job
in giving us an insight into what Sulaiman did and how as it is quite hard to research into this
particular character compared to others such as Jesus (PBUH) or Muhammad (PBUH). Film - The film
does a brilliant job in entertainment, it has neither too much or too little action and neither too much
or too little dragging bits. (and no cheesy scenes! :) ) I HIGHLY recommend you watch this and the 2
following films that, INSHALLAH!, will come out. Yes the Visual effects -which the Chinese did by the
way -were not great,the pace of movie is not acceptable and it has many flaws and is far from great
by cinematography measures But...and yes it is a very big But,It tells the TRUTH which seems to be
omitted in the Great movies (Then again by cinematography measures)of today,the time when God
is never mentioned (if not in blasphemy)& his prophets are made known as merely KINGS & SEERS.
Some of us just think of demons as subjects of tales & myths & aren't even aware of their huge role
now and even more in the future as our enemies,the sworn enemies of humans. Watch this movie to
know who Solomon the prophet was & What role did he have, and will have in the world of Today
and in the future. 646f9e108c 
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